



 

BamBamMat  
Collection 



WHAT WE DO 

 

WE MAKE PREMIUM KIDS FEEDING PRODUCTS

Entered the market with placemats, and have an upcoming range of plates and dining sets



OUR VALUES 



 



FEATURES 

MATERIALS 

100% Food Grade Silicone

BPA Free


Phthalates Free

Ethically produced

Dishwasher safe




HEDGEHOG-DINO ™

Our version of a hedgehog + dino is a smart, high-end and practical design makes it a favorite for 
kids and adults alike.


The non-toxic, 100% food grade silicone is BPA, BPS, PVC, lead & phthalate free.

The satin touch silicone makes them conveniently portable and its raised edges prevent spills.

Can be used for arts & crafts as well because they’re virtually indestructible.

The color palette will please monochrome enthusiasts, just like it will appeal to boy and girls.

Ethically manufactured. Because we wouldn’t do it any other way. 

Measures: 21IN x 12 IN

Weight: 0.4 lbs



 

NON-SLIP  
BPA FREE 
NON-TOXIC  
FOOD SAFE 
DISHWASHER SAFE





UNICORN-CAT 

The UNICORN-CAT is very comfortable as its size and shape allows for drinks to be placed on the 
ear sections, while the rest of the mat remains wide enough to hold a toddler plate and bowl.


The non-toxic, 100% food grade silicone is BPA, BPS, PVC, lead & phthalate free.

The satin touch silicone makes them conveniently portable and its raised edges prevent spills.

Can be used for arts & crafts as well because they’re virtually indestructible.

Ethically manufactured. Because we wouldn’t do it any other way.

™

Measures: 21IN x 14 IN

Weight: 0.5 lbs



 

NON-SLIP  
BPA FREE 
NON-TOXIC  
FOOD SAFE 
DISHWASHER SAFE






CHIEF-REINDEER 

 

CHIEF-REINDEER has a holiday spirit of its own. The smart, high-end and practical design makes it a 

favorite for kids and adults alike.


The non-toxic, 100% food grade silicone is BPA, BPS, PVC, lead & phthalate free.

The satin touch silicone makes them conveniently portable and its raised edges prevent spills.

Can be used for arts & crafts as well because they’re virtually indestructible.

The color palette will please monochrome enthusiasts, just like it will appeal to boy and girls.

Ethically manufactured. Because we wouldn’t do it any other way. 

™

Measures: 21IN x 14 IN

Weight: 0.6 lbs



 

NON-SLIP  
BPA FREE 
NON-TOXIC  
FOOD SAFE 
DISHWASHER SAFE



 MARKETING 

COLLABORATION 

High and low resolution product pictures will be provided for your use.

Regular email newsletter with news, updates and promotions.

Link to your business on website’s store locator.

Mentions and regular engagement of your social media platforms on BamBamBoom’s.

In-store display units available soon.





SOCIAL MEDIA 
COLLABS 
GIVEAWAYS 
CONTESTS 
EMAIL BLASTS



HEDGEHOG-DINO 



UNICORN-CAT 



CHIEF-REINDEER 



PACKAGING 

#BamBamMats come individually rolled 
inside a unique and stylish hexagonal box 
featuring a window that allows the mat 
colors to pop through.


All the information consumers need is 
displayed attractively and efficiently. From 
product dimensions to product features, no 
more and no less than what’s needed to 
make decision. 




Retail 

Each product has a 
unique GTIN (legacy 
UPC) barcode for 
easy use at POS.


Products can be 
displayed vertically or 
horizontally as they 
stack easily. Product 
packaging has been 
designed to be 
appealing from every 
angle.


Online 

Weight of each mat 
packaged is within the 
extended threshold for 
First Class Mail (USPS) 
for Commercial Base 
rates.


Packaging is strong 
enough to be inserted 
into a poly bag and 
maintain integrity.


Freight Shipping 

Shipping boxes contain 
separators that will 
make sure each 
product and its 
packaging arrive intact.


Each individual 
package will also be 
inside a plastic bag to 
protect the color and 
finish of the material. 



PRODUCT LISTING 




Wholesale terms  

Order minimum USD$350

Shipping to be quoted separately based on shipping address 

 Payment must be made in full before items are shipped

 We accept direct bank transfer, PayPal or Credit Card (3% transaction fee applies for 
credit card payments) 

 All terms of use outlined on our website

 We reserve the right to update terms at any time  

STYLE COLOR SKU GTIN-12

HEDGEHOG-DINO White HED001 866585000404

Black HED002 866585000411

Green HED003 866585000428

Mint HED004 866585000435

UNICORN-CAT White CAT001 866585000442

Pink CAT002 866585000459

Slate CAT003 866585000466

Mint CAT004 866585000473

CHIEF-REINDEER White RUD001 866585000480

Red RUD002 866585000497



LINE SHEET 

orders@bambamboom.com

Each mat comes individually packaged in the B&W cardboard pictured before.

HED001

HED002 HED003

HED004

CAT001

CAT002CAT003

CAT004

RUD001

RUD002

mailto:orders@bambamboom.com
mailto:orders@bambamboom.com


ABOUT 

BamBamBoom was born out of a deep 
desire to create beautiful, functional and 
responsible objects for humankind’s 
favorite activity: dining. Our inspiration lies 
in finding the outmost simplicity of 
shapes.  A love affair between opposing 
forces: Nordic style meets Bauhaus, 
meets kawaii, meets a loud and bold 
Caribbean soul.

Our first collection aims to reinterpret an 
often underestimated element on a meal 
setting: the placemat. BamBamMats can 
be used for arts & crafts as well because 

they’re virtually indestructible.

We do not believe in compromise for 
home decor. Though our products are 
inspired by children, they are definitely not 
exclusively designed for them. Adults love 
them as much and it’s an honor for us to 
be at anyone’s table.

Ethically manufactured to the highest 
standards, we have made sure our mats 
are 100% safe and are as resistant and 
durable as your grandma’s kitchen 
utensils. 

OUR STORY 

SH*&! 
Realization that all kid’s feeding 

products look like they’re for 

BOOM! 
And idea is born… Design-led 
feeding products for kids that 
also appeal to adults. Make 
them 100% safe and ethical.

<3 
Gave birth to our first 3 

characters and placemats: 
HEDGEHOG-DINO™, 

UNICORN-CAT™

and CHIEF-REINDEER™. AW 

Packaged with the same care 
and love.



For orders & enquiries: 
Veronica Aguirrebeitia

(415) 967.1517

orders@bambamboom.com

@itsbambamboom 
BamBamBoom.com

LET’S MAKE A MESS* 

*together

https://www.instagram.com/itsbambamboom/
https://www.bambamboom.com/?utm_source=wholesale_catalogue&utm_medium=direct
mailto:orders@bambamboom.com
mailto:orders@bambamboom.com
https://www.instagram.com/itsbambamboom/
https://www.bambamboom.com/?utm_source=wholesale_catalogue&utm_medium=direct

